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Scope of digital Payment 
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Scope of CBDC

❖ Issuer – Legal digital currencies
are issued by central banks

❖ Monetary form – Legal digital
currencies exist in digital form

❖ Access method – Legal digital
currencies can be accessed based
on accounts or tokens

❖ Versatility – Legal digital 
currencies can be used at 
wholesale or retail



Central Bank Issuance

Legal digital currency is a new type of payment means issued by the central bank, 
and as an alternative to cash in circulation, it has the basic functions of money and 
legal tender.

a measure of value

a medium of exchange

a store of value

✓ Feasibility of large-scale 
popularization

✓ Information on 
currency circulation



Digital Form

Digitization is the most important attribute that distinguishes legal digital 
currency from traditional fiat money. 
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Access Method

The access method refers to the mode in which the payment is realized by the 
legal digital currency

Account-based

the ownership of the holder of the legal 
digital currency account is tied to the 
access status, and during the 
transaction, the holder can complete 
the transfer only after the account 
identity is verified. Access to legal digital 
currency is completely dependent on 
the unique ID of the account holder

Token-based

the central bank only redeems the claim 
when the holder of the legal digital 
currency knows the key (digital pass). 
Only the holder with the correct digital 
pass is allowed to access the legal digital 
currency system and effect transactions. 
In the general token-based case, the 
holder's privacy can be effectively 
protected.

✓ Payment 
clearing system

✓ Centralized or 
decentralized 
types



Universality

Universality refers to the scope of application of legal digital currency. Based 
on the size of the application scope, there are two main types of legal digital 
currencies

retail-side legal digital currency

• retail central bank digital currency

• its application is open to the 
entire retail market

• improve payment efficiency, 
ensure payment security and 
enhance financial inclusion

wholesale-side legal digital currency

• wholesale central bank digital 
currency

• application scope is aimed at the 
interbank market

• enhance transaction security and 
improve transaction efficiency



Global Trends

36 Central Banks

Japanese 
Yen

Euro

US 
dollars



Features of the Digital Dollar

•the general public directly opens an 
account with the Federal Reserve, and 
the balance in the account is the digital 
dollar, with fund transfers relying on the 
Federal Reserve's system processing to 
increase or decrease the account 
balance to achieve

Bank Deposit

•similar to Bitcoin and Libra in that the 
general public does not need to open an 
account with the Fed, but instead holds 
the Fed-issued dollars directly through 
cryptocurrency technologyCryptocurrency

Two Kinds of Accounts Two Modes of Operation

the Federal Reserve to provide digital 
dollar services directly to the public

member banks would operate digital 
dollar wallets on an agent basis, with 
the corresponding costs borne by 
the Federal Reserve.



Features of the Digital Euro

The digital euro is a direct liability of the Euro-system, a risk-free central bank 
fund that is convertible to the same extent as other forms of the euro.

Two Technical Modes Two Operation Models

•end users can hold accounts in a centralized digital euro 
infrastructure provided by the Eurosystem. Such 
accounts would allow users to access digital euros 
between other forms of currency via electronic transfers 
and to make payments in digital euros. 

Centralized model

•uses distributed ledger technology (DLT), or through 
local storage (e.g. using prepaid cards and cell phone 
functionality, including offline payments), allowing the 
transfer of bearer digital euros between end-users 
without the intermediary of authorizing a third party to 
play any role in the transaction.

Decentralized model

Direct model

• intermediaries are simply gatekeepers, providing the 
technical connection between the user and the Euro-
system infrastructure and verifying the identity of the 
end-user, handling activities such as Know Your 
Customer (KYC), AML and CFT requirements

Indirect model

• intermediaries play a more important role: settlement 
agents, holding the customer's central bank account in 
escrow and executing digital euro transactions on 
behalf of the customer.



Features of the digital Yen

The digital yen is a new type of digital central bank currency that is different 
from the central bank's bank demand deposits. It is a payment instrument that is 
directly indebted by the central bank. 

Private Sector

Central Bank

Two-tier operating structure 

universal access

security, resilience

instant payment capability

interoperability

Four Key features



Key takeaways from foreign digital currency R&D

The attitude of global mainstream central banks such as Europe, the United States and Japan towards central bank 
digital currency is turning from prudent and conservative to aggressive. 

Central banks generally consider the central bank digital currency as a direct liability of the central bank and 
emphasize the central bank's quantitative control over the central bank digital currency. 

Continue the idea of "from wholesale payments to DVP and then to cross-border payments". The domestic retail 
payment scenario is not the main focus. Their primary focus is on how to use the central bank's digital currency to 
improve cross-border payments and improve the existing financial market infrastructure for more open, flexible and 
efficient DVP.



China Experiences

“10+1” Pilot tests

• Application-driven
development

Co-existance

• App and wechat working
together
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